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5. The Fourth Oracle – The Answer to the Matter of Fasting 

 

 The Lord’s direct answer to the question posed by the men of Bethel is the summation of 

all three of His preceding “words.” They had inquired about the fifth-month fast 

commemorating the temple’s destruction (7:2-3) and Yahweh’s response came in four 

parts culminating with His prophetic pledge respecting, not merely the fifth-month fast, 

but all four of the annual fasts associated with the covenant nation’s desolation and exile. 

 

 This final “word” in the Lord’s oracle consists of three distinct proclamations, each 

introduced by the characteristic formula, “Thus says the Lord of Hosts…” (ref. 8:19, 20, 

23; cf. also 8:2-4, 6-9, 14). The first proclamation provides the Lord’s summary response 

to the question of continued fasting; the second and third ones elaborate on it. 

 

a. The exiles were concerned with only the fifth-month fast, the likely reason being 

the advanced state of the temple’s reconstruction and the confidence that it would 

soon be complete. Interestingly, the Lord answered their inquiry in terms of all 

four of their annual fasts. The implication is that these fasts needed to be 

considered together. What was true of the one was true of them all and the criteria 

for considering the one was the criteria for them all. And so, if it was proper to 

discontinue to the one, it was appropriate to discontinue them all.   

 

 The Lord’s response made it clear that He regarded these fasts as a collective 

whole and not individually and the people needed to regard them in the same way. 

The key to this essential unity is the fact that all four of the fasts commemorated 

the destruction of David’s kingdom – that is, the desolation and exile of the 

covenant kingdom and covenant household of Israel. (Recall that the tenth-month 

fast recalled and mourned the beginning of the siege of Jerusalem, the fast of the 

fourth month Nebuchadnezzar’s breach of the city walls eighteen months later (2 

Kings 25:1-4) and the seventh-month fast the murder of Gedaliah and the 

subsequent dispersion of the Judean remnant (2 Kings 25:25; cf. Jeremiah 39-41).   

 

 Two crucial considerations follow from noting this point of unity in the four fasts: 

 

1) First of all, it highlights the important truth that God’s concern was with 

the desolation of the kingdom and the exile of the sons of the kingdom, 

not the specific matters emphasized in the individual fasts. The exiles were 

concerned with the temple, the city of Jerusalem, and Israel’s ejection 

from the land and they thought of restoration in those terms. Yahweh, too, 

was concerned with restoration, but as He had devised it and would 

accomplish it. His concern was the “raising up of David’s fallen 

tabernacle,” but as the inauguration of the everlasting kingdom of David’s 

Branch – the kingdom of the new creation in which God would at last be 

King over His creation by banishing the curse of alienation and 

reconciling and regathering all things to Himself (cf. again 1:2-3 with 

1:13-17, 2:1-13, 8:1-13; cf. also 3:1-10, 4:1-10 with 6:9-15). The Lord’s 

concern was with relational restoration and not physical restoration.  
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2) It follows from this that a rebuilt temple meant nothing without a restored 

and reconciled creation. In the language of Zechariah’s prophecy, 

rebuilding the temple meant nothing apart from the Lord’s return and His 

people’s return to Him. The physical existence of the temple and the city 

of Jerusalem was irrelevant in itself; Yahweh’s sanctuary would remain 

desolate until the exile came to an end because His return to His people 

necessitated their return to Him. Only then would His dwelling place – 

Zion – be restored, for His dwelling is in the midst of His children (ref. 

again 1:14-17, 2:1-12, 8:1-8; cf. also Exodus 25:1-8 with Numbers 2; also 

Isaiah 2:1-4, 12:1-6, 40:1-11, 49:1-26, 51:1-16, 59:16-60:13; Jeremiah 

3:11-18; Joel 3:16-21; Zephaniah 3:8-18; etc.). 

 

 Thus the Lord’s answer to the question regarding the fast associated with the 

sanctuary emphasized that all four of the fasts needed to be considered and treated 

together. The exiles could not rightly end the fast of the fifth month unless they 

also ended those of the fourth, seventh and tenth months. The four fasts must 

cease or continue together, and, given their significance, they couldn’t really end 

until the exile ended and God’s people returned to Him and He returned to them. 

This would occur when they became His people in righteousness and truth – when 

they loved truth and peace and practiced them (cf. again 7:4-8:9 and 8:14-19). 

 

 And in that day, the fasts marking the exile and desolation wouldn’t merely be 

done away; they would be transformed. The four fasts were going to become four 

feasts: Mourning was going to be transformed into rejoicing and ritual fasting into 

joyous celebration (8:18-19). And though the Lord here promised only the 

transformation of the fasts themselves, the implication is clear: If the times of 

commemoration were to be transformed, then so were the circumstances they 

commemorated; the desolation of David’s kingdom was going to be restored. The 

Lord’s jealousy in wrath was indeed the servant of His zeal to heal and restore. 

Thus the occasions which mourned the fruit of His wrath would become 

occasions to rejoice and celebrate the triumph of His restoring zeal. 

 

Transformation of the exiles’ fasts implied Yahweh’s reversal of the 

circumstances which provoked them. But it also implied a kind of continuity. The 

men of Bethel asked about doing away with the sanctuary fast; the Lord told them 

that all of their fasting occasions were to continue, but as celebratory feasts. 

Transformation means continuance, not elimination, and the issue of continuance 

here is remembrance: Remembrance in lamentation was to become remembrance 

in exultation. Indeed, remembrance was critical to mourning being transformed 

into rejoicing: God’s design was that His people would not forget their former 

desolation and exile; rather, it was precisely the remembrance of those things that 

would provoke their gratitude, exultation and praise when they considered them in 

the light of His faithfulness in reversing them. Forevermore, His people were 

going to worship Him as the gracious, almighty Lord who arose on their behalf to 

liberate, forgive, heal and regather them – and not them alone, but the whole 

creation (cf. Exodus 15 with Revelation 15:1-4 with 5:1-4, 7:9-17, 11:15-19). 
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 Consistent with His pattern in the oracle, the Lord followed His proclamation 

with a directive in view of it: The exiles were to love truth and peace (8:19b). The 

idea here is two-fold:  They were to prize and yearn for the truth and peace 

Yahweh held out in the oracle and so live in view of it.  

 

- Once again, God emphasized the people’s obligation of faith and 

faithfulness. They must believe His word of promise and conform their 

minds and lives to the truth and peace embodied in it. 

 

- And the “truth” the Lord was here referring to was not His truthful word 

as such but the truthful state of things He was pledging. He was directing 

these Judeans (and, by extension, all of the sons of Israel) to set their 

affections and order their lives consistent with the sure hope of the 

restoration to come – the restoration that will see Yahweh’s dwelling place 

in the midst of His people at last become the City of Truth (ref. 8:3, 8). 

 

b. As noted, the Lord’s second and third proclamations (8:20-23) elaborate on the 

first one. Specifically, they reemphasize one of the core truths of Zechariah’s 

prophecy: This coming time of restoration, when woe and mourning are 

transformed into exultation and celebration, will be characterized by 

reconciliation and ingathering. Zion’s restoration is not about a city and a temple, 

but has its substance in the restoration of the relationship between Yahweh and 

His people (ref. again 8:1-8, 11-15 along with 1:3, 14-17, 2:1-11 and 6:9-15). 

 

- And once again the emphasis is on the universality of this ingathering: The 

Lord was going to gather to Himself the nations of the earth as well as the 

remnant of Israel and Judah (ref. 2:10-11, 6:15; cf. Isaiah 11, 49, 53-55).  

 

- Moreover, this ingathering was going to be relational, not geographical or 

political. In other words, the ingathering Yahweh was promising is the 

restoration of divine-human fellowship – many nations coming to “seek the 

Lord and entreat His favor” in His dwelling place. And implied in this is 

the restoration of human fellowship: Men cannot be reconciled to God 

without being reconciled to one another. The curse of estrangement 

operates at all levels in all relationships so that its elimination means 

universal reconciliation. Ingathering to God means convergence in Him; it 

means ingathering to one another (ref. Ephesians 2:11-22; 1 Peter 2:4-10). 

 

 The preceding point might be disputed on the ground that God explicitly indicated 

(elsewhere in Zechariah’s prophecy as well as here) that He was going to gather 

His people together in Jerusalem (8:22; cf. again 2:1-11, 6:9-15, 8:1-8; also 

14:16-21). And Zechariah wasn’t alone in speaking in this way; this was a 

common refrain among Israel’s prophets (cf. Isaiah 2:1-3, 51:1-16; Jeremiah 31:1-

12,  50:4-5; Joel 2:32-3:21; Micah 4:1-2; Zephaniah 3:14-20; etc.). When the 

Lord gathered in His people – from the nations as well as from among the sons of 

Israel and Judah – He was going to bring them together in Zion. 
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  But the reason for this language has nothing to do with geography; whether 

carrying the title Jerusalem, Zion, or Mount Zion, the significance of this “place” 

is that it designates the Lord’s dwelling – the place of His inhabitation in the 

midst of His people. This is why He was so careful in His utterances to Zechariah 

to wed together Zion’s restoration and the restoration of the relationship between 

Himself and His people. The meaning of the common prophetic refrain that 

Yahweh was going to gather men to Jerusalem is that He was going to gather 

them to Himself. Exile – whether from Canaan or Eden – is about separation from 

God, not from a geographical location. If all that the Lord was promising was a 

regathering to Jerusalem, then Israel’s exile would have ended with the people’s 

return and the city’s reconstruction under Nehemiah. But the need to return to 

their God endured long after the temple and city were rebuilt (Malachi 4:4-6). 

 

 Zion (Jerusalem) signifies the Lord’s dwelling place – the place where He may be 

found. This was precisely the point of the law of the central sanctuary and Israel’s 

obligation to worship Yahweh in the place He had put His “name” (ref. 

Deuteronomy 12:1-14, 16:1-16; cf. 1 Kings 12:25-13:5). Thus ingathering to Zion 

signifies returning to Yahweh where He is; stated differently, it means coming to 

Him as He is: coming to Him according to the truth of who He is.  

 

This is why Isaiah could speak of all the nations coming to the Lord at His 

sanctuary on Mount Zion (2:1-3) and then insist that they will come to the Lord’s 

Servant, the Root and Branch of David (11:1-12). The New Testament solidifies 

this understanding of Zion by treating Jerusalem as signifying two entities:  

 

1) The first is the physical, earthly Jerusalem which is “Sodom” and 

“Egypt”: a perverse, antithetical and enslaved realm and abode to be 

destroyed as false and contrary to the Lord (cf. Luke 13:31-35, 19:41-44, 

21:20-24; Galatians 4:21-31; Revelation 11:8). 

 

2) The second is the heavenly Jerusalem which is the authentic dwelling of 

Yahweh with His people (Hebrews 12:22-24; Revelation 3:7-12, 21:1-7). 

This Jerusalem is “sacred space” and has its substance in the person of the 

Lord Jesus Christ (John 1-4). He is the dwelling of God and the “place” 

where men come to meet God and enter into His dwelling place so as to 

become one with Him (cf. John 10:1-9, 11:25-26, 14:1-6; etc.). 

 

c. The Lord’s third and final proclamation continues the theme of the second one, 

but builds on it by showing the mechanism for this ingathering of the world’s 

peoples: It was to come through the instrumentality of the Jewish people (8:23). 

 

- This dynamic highlights the ordained role of the “seed of Abraham” under 

the Abrahamic Covenant (Genesis 12:1-3, 18:17-18, 22:18, 26:1-4, 28:10-

14). And as it is with the promise of ingathering to Zion, so it is with the 

promise to Abraham: Global blessing through his seed was fulfilled in 

Jesus, the True Seed and True Israel (cf. Isaiah 49:1ff; Galatians 3:6-29). 
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- He is the mediator of God’s blessing to all the earth’s families, but 

through those who share in His life (John 15:26-16:15). He lives His life 

in men and carries out His self-witness through them as “sons in the Son.”  

 

- And in the first instance, this mediation of divine blessing came through 

Jewish believers – Israelites who had become “Jews indeed” by Jesus – 

the Lord’s true Servant “Israel” – joining them to Himself by His Spirit 

(cf. Acts 1-2; Romans 1:16-2:29, 9:1-6; Revelation 2:9, 3:9).  

 

It was through such Jews that the Lord’s word to Zechariah found its fulfillment, 

which highlights a critical principle: This passage – as indeed all of the prophetic 

scriptures – must be interpreted in the light of the entire Old Testament storyline 

rightly related and as it finds its scheme of fulfillment in Jesus Christ as recorded 

in the New Testament writings. The Lord’s words here must be read 

christologically and not with a wooden literalism. 

 

- Thus one cannot conclude that God is “with” every Jewish person (8:23) 

and that Jewishness is synonymous with being part of “God’s people.” 

Even considered narrowly within this context, a “Jew” is a Jewish person 

whom the Lord regathers to Himself in Zion’s restoration (8:1-8, 19-21). 

 

- So also one cannot deduce from this passage a formula of salvation in 

which ten Gentiles will be saved through the ministry of each Jew. The 

point of this language is the motion and breadth of the Lord’s ingathering 

that begins with Israel (cf. John 4:19-24; Acts 1:1-8; Romans 1:16, 2:9-10, 

3:1-2) and flows out to embrace all of the nations of the earth. 

 

This short declaration that closes out Yahweh’s oracle thus provides a succinct 

statement of His scheme for Zion’s restoration – the scheme that would later be 

affirmed by Jesus Himself and elaborately articulated by His apostle Paul: 

 

- Zion’s restoration involves the ingathering and reconciliation of exiled 

Israel. But the Lord ordained that reconciliation and the end of Israel’s 

exile were to be realized in the One who Himself embodies Israel as His 

son, servant, disciple and witness. Jesus, the Son of Abraham and David 

(Matthew 1:1-17), is the true covenant son “Israel,” and thus individual 

Jews can only become Israelites indeed – authentic sons of Abraham – by 

sharing in Him (ref. again Galatians 3:15-29).  

 

- And what is true of Jews is true of Gentiles: They, too, become sons of 

Abraham, and so covenant sons of God, by sharing in Christ. As it had 

been from the time of Abraham, Gentiles enter the covenant community of 

“Israel” by becoming Abraham’s sons (Genesis 17:1-13; Exodus 12:41-

49); but now, in the time of fulfillment, they become his sons, not by 

bodily circumcision, but by sharing in the life of his singular Son. Jew or 

Gentile, all become part of the “Israel of God” in Him (Galatians 6:14-16). 


